Abstract-We present a two-stage solution approach to the multidimensional periodic scheduling (MPS) problem. This problem originates from the design of high-throughput digital-signal-processor systems, where highly parallel execution of loops is of utmost importance. We introduce the concept of multidimensional periodic operations in order to cope with problems originating from loop hierarchies and explicit timing requirements. In the first stage of the approach, we assign periods to the multidimensional periodic operations such that storage costs are minimized. This is done by means of branch-and-bound, based on a linear programming and constraint-generation technique. In the second stage, we assign start times to the operations and determine on which processing units (PUs) they are executed. This is done by means of an iterative approach. The two major subproblems of MPS concerning checking data dependency constraints and PU constraints are solved by means of an all-integer integer-linear-programming technique. This technique is used as a subroutine in the above two stages. The effectiveness and efficiency of the approach are good, which is illustrated by means of some practical examples.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANY high-throughput digital-signal-processor (DSP) algorithms contain nested loops and multidimensional arrays, describing repetitive executions of operations and repetitive production and consumption of data. In addition, video signal processing algorithms contain strict timing requirements, constraining the rates at which input data arrives and the rates at which output data must be produced. In order to handle these characteristics, we introduce a model of multidimensional periodic operations [1] , which is the mathematical backbone of Phideo [2] , [3] , a methodology aimed at the automated design of dedicated digital video signal processors.
In this model, operations are executed repeatedly with several dimensions of repetition, each of which corresponds to one loop. A specific execution of an operation can be identified by the corresponding values of the loop iterators. The time at which such an execution takes place is explicitly given in the model by means of the operation's period vector, whose components denote the time between two consecutive iterations in each dimension of repetition, and its start time, which denotes the time of the first execution of the operation.
In the multidimensional periodic scheduling (MPS) problem, we have to determine the operations' period vectors and start times and we have to assign the operations to processing units (PUs) on which they are executed. Due to the high throughput, severe timing constraints, and high memory requirements, it is of utmost importance to choose the period vectors and start times such that a highly parallel implementation is obtained in which the original loops are executed concurrently.
There are three sets of scheduling constraints. First, we have timing constraints, which bound the period vectors and start times of the operations. Second, we have PU constraints, which specify that at most one execution of an operation can occupy a PU at a time. Third, we have precedence constraints, which specify that data must be produced before it is consumed.
The scheduling objective we consider is to minimize the area occupied by the hardware. In video applications, area is not only determined by PUs, but also by the memories that are used. So, a tradeoff has to be made between PUs and memory.
A. Related Work
In the area of one-dimensional periodic scheduling, related work is done on mapping video signal processing algorithms onto programmable video signal processors [4] , [5] and on synchronous data flow for DSP [6] . If, in addition, all operations have the same period, related work can be found in the area of pipelined scheduling [7] , [8] .
The literature also presents several approaches to the problem of handling multidimensional executions with multidimensional productions and consumptions of data, however, without strict periodicity and strict timing requirements. In the area of highthroughput DSP, work is done on loop transformations [9] - [13] in which descriptions with loops are modified in order to obtain, for instance, more parallelism and a higher throughput. In that approach, the throughput is considered an objective rather than a constraint.
Further related work, but without strict timing requirements, is done in the area of systolic array design [14] and in the area of data-flow analysis for parallel program construction [15] , [16] . Furthermore, work is performed on multidimensional retiming [17] , where one aims to pipeline a multidimensional loop such that a minimum repetition period is obtained, subject to resource 0278-0070/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE constraints. There, however, storage costs are not taken into account and the data dependencies that are allowed are limited. Furthermore, only a single (multidimensional) loop is considered at a time instead of multiple loops that might partially overlap.
We consider operations to be executed repeatedly with both multidimensional repetitions and strict periodicity [1] . The executions of the operations are considered as multidimensional repetitions, since considering all executions separately is impracticable, as the loop bounds in video signal processing algorithms are usually very large. The explicit timing in the model, incorporated by the periodicity, facilitates constraint handling and allows an adequate cost model. Furthermore, it enables us to obtain the required parallelism rather easily. The reason for the latter is that by considering the periodic operations as entities instead of loop nests (or basic blocks), individual operations can be shifted easily in time with respect to each other to meet all timing constraints.
B. Paper Outline
The objective of this paper is to present a two-stage solution approach to the MPS problem. The organization is as follows. In Section II, we formulate the MPS problem. In Section III, we show how the PU constraints and precedence constraints can be checked by means of an all-integer integer-linear-programming (ILP) algorithm. Next, in Section IV, we discuss how the cost of a solution can be computed. In Section V, we present a decomposition approach consisting of two stages. These stages are elaborated in Sections VI and VII in which approaches for the period assignment (PA) problem and for the start time and PU assignment problem are presented, respectively. Finally, Section VIII shows some experimental results for practical problem instances.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we discuss the MPS problem. We do this by means of a fictive example of a video algorithm, which is given in Fig. 1 .
A. Signal Flow Graphs
A video algorithm is modeled as a signal flow graph of which the nodes denote operations and the edges denote data dependencies. Fig. 2 shows the signal flow graph corresponding to the video algorithm of Fig. 1 .
The operations we consider may have several input and output ports. For reasons of simplicity, we assume in this paper that the consumption of input data and the production of output data all take place in the same clock cycle. Input and output operations of a signal flow graph are modeled as operations without input ports and output ports, respectively. Next, we assume that the operations must be executed on dedicated PUs, i.e., we assume a one-to-one relation between operation types and PU types. In typical video applications, this is a realistic assumption since PUs perform rather complex functions, such as filtering. For simplicity, we further assume for the moment that the execution of an operation occupies a PU for one clock cycle. For an between the curly braces. Statement "period n" at the end of a line denotes that for the enclosed operations the corresponding loop iterates every n clock cycles; see Section II-B. Note that the loop bounds in this example are chosen rather small, which keeps further pictures comprehensible. Typically, however, loop bounds in video signal processing algorithms can be very large (up to thousands of iterations). extension to multicycle operations as well as pipelined operations, see [1] .
Next, we give a formal definition of a signal flow graph after which we exemplify its attributes by means of the video algorithm of Fig. 1 .
Definition 1 (Signal Flow Graph):
A signal flow graph is given by a 6-tuple ( ), where set of multidimensional periodic operations; operation type of each operation ; iterator bound vector for each , where gives the number of dimensions of operation and ; set of directed edges representing data dependencies, where is the set of all operations' output ports and is the set of all operations' input ports; index matrix for each input or output port of each operation , where gives the number of dimensions of the array accessed by port ; index offset vector for each port . In the example of Fig. 1 , the set of operations is given by , each of which has its own type. Each operation has a number of iterators in the enclosing loops, which are combined in an iterator vector . For example, the iterator vector of the multiplication is given by
For each operation , the iterator vector is bounded between the zero vector and the iterator bound vector, i.e.,
. The set of all executions of an operation is denoted by
In Fig. 1 , the multiplication has an iterator bound vector
We assume that only dimension zero of an operation may have an unbounded number of repetitions; the others are finite. Furthermore, we assume that the loop bounds are constant. For a generalization toward parametric loop bounds, the reader is referred to [1] and [18] .
The data dependencies in a signal flow graph are modeled by means of the edge set and by describing at each output and input port the relation between the indices of the array that is used there and the iterators of the corresponding operation. In Fig. 1, we have, e.g., a three-dimensional array and a certain element in that array is indexed by an index vector Generally, at an output or input port of an operation , the relation between index vector and the iterator vector of the operation is given by For example, at the second input of the multiplication operation of Fig. 1 , we have Note that we assume that the index vector can be written as a linear expression in the iterator vector, which is a realistic assumption in video signal processing [e.g., filter functions, discrete cosine transformation (DCT), block matching for motion estimation]. Furthermore, for the productions we assume single assignments, i.e., each element of an array can be produced at most once. This time assignment is depicted in Fig. 3 .
B. Schedules
Note that although the form of (1) restricts the time assignment in some sense, it induces a regular pattern of executions, which on one hand is natural to video signal processing algorithms and on the other hand keeps the time assignment tractable. Furthermore, by having an explicit time assignment as in (1) , it is easy to shift operations with respect to each other in order to meet timing constraints, which would be cumbersome if it were to be reached with, e.g., loop transformations.
C. Constraints
Next, we define the three kinds of constraints that a schedule has to satisfy. First In addition to the period of the outermost loop, the periods of loops corresponding to input and output operations are usually also fixed, as they are given by the context of the video algorithm. Other periods of other operations may also be given by a user, e.g., to keep pace with input or output operations, but do not have to be.
Second, we have PU constraints, which specify that at most one execution of an operation can occupy a PU at a time. So, if we have an execution of an operation and an execution of an operation , with and , then we must have Note that this applies to two executions of two different operations, as well as to two different executions of one and the same operation.
Third, we have precedence constraints, which specify that data must be produced before it is consumed. So, if we have an execution of an operation and an execution of an operation and there is data going from an output of to an input of , i.e., and , then we must have
If there is such a data relation between an execution of a producing operation and an execution of a consuming operation , then we denote this by
D. Objectives
The final element of the model that we present is the cost function. As already mentioned, we consider the total area occupied by the hardware that we are designing, which consists of both PUs and memories.
The PU cost is relatively easy to determine, as it depends directly on the number of PUs of each type. It is given by (2) where set of types; cost of one PU of type ; subset of PUs of type used in schedule . The memory cost is relatively harder to determine, as this would require the design of a distributed memory architecture [19] and a location assignment (mapping arrays onto physical memory locations) and address generation step [20] , which are considered in later steps in the Phideo design methodology [3] . Therefore, we estimate the memory cost for scheduling by considering the maximum number of variables that are simultaneously alive, which is a lower bound on the eventual total number of memory locations in a finalized design. For estimating the number of memories, one might consider the maximum number of simultaneous accesses. However, as many ways exist to resolve access conflicts after scheduling [19] , [21] , this estimate is very rough. Therefore, we do not take accesses into account in this paper.
To determine the maximum number of simultaneous variables, we first partition the input and output ports into data array clusters, each of which contains all ports that access a certain array. In other words, two ports are in the same data array cluster if and only if they access the same array. The set of all data array clusters is denoted by . Now we have to determine for each array cluster and for each clock cycle how many elements of are alive in clock cycle . Assuming that a variable is alive from the first clock cycle after its production up to and including the clock cycle of its last consumption, we have to determine which array elements have been produced before and which elements still have to be consumed at or after . The former set is given by where is the set of output ports of operation . The latter set is given by where is the set of input ports of operation . Combining these two sets, the set of elements of array cluster that are alive in clock cycle is given by Now the memory cost of a schedule , i.e., the maximum number of variables simultaneously alive, is given by (3) For an example of the storage cost, see Fig. 4 . There we have one array cluster , containing all input and output ports and at e.g., time
we have and , so The total cost of a schedule is now given by the sum of the PU cost and memory cost, i.e., where is an estimate for the area per memory location.
E. Problem Formulation
We now formulate the problem that we consider in this paper.
Definition 3 (Multidimensional Periodic Scheduling):
Given a signal flow graph with, for each operation, a lower and upper bound on each of its periods and its start time and cost factors , find a schedule that satisfies the timing constraints, the PU constraints, and the precedence constraints and that minimizes the total cost . MPS is NP-hard in the strong sense [1] .
III. CONSTRAINT CALCULATIONS
In this section, we discuss how we check the PU and precedence constraints by formulating them as ILP problems and solving them by means of an all-integer ILP algorithm.
A. Processing Unit Constraints
The first subproblem during scheduling is to check the PU constraints. We do this for given periods and start times, which are determined by the scheduling algorithm invoking these checks; see Section VII. So, we have to check: 1) whether no two executions of two different operations overlap in time if they are assigned to the same PU and 2) whether no two different executions of one and the same operation overlap.
1) To check whether two different operations with have overlapping executions, we have to solve a so-called PU conflict problem in which the question is whether there is a solution to the following set of constraints: integer 2) To check whether an operation has two overlapping executions, we have to solve a so-called PU self-conflict problem in which the question is whether there is a solution to the following set of constraints:
integer Although the constraint is not linear, it can easily be replaced by a constraint by choosing proper coefficients . Note that PU self-conflicts only depend on the chosen period vectors and not on the start time and PU assignment. For the above formulations we assumed that operations take one clock cycle to execute. In case of pipelined operations, the above formulations are also valid. In case of multicycle operations, they can be extended straightforwardly [1] .
B. Precedence Constraints
The second subproblem during scheduling is to check the precedence constraints. We do this for given periods, which are determined by the PA algorithm of Section VI. To this end, we have to check that data is produced before it is consumed. So, for each edge from an output port of an operation to an input port of an operation , we must have for all executions of and of with . For given period vectors, we can first determine a weight for edge by solving the following precedence problem: maximum subject to integer We then just have to check whether . Note that if the above system does not have a solution, then in which case always holds.
C. All-Integer Integer Linear Programming
Although the checks of the above constraints are NP-complete problems [22] , the corresponding ILP instances are small in practice; typically, they contain fewer than ten variables and the number of constraints is also of this order. The reason for this is that the ILP instances have to be solved each time for a pair of operations and that the number of variables in such an ILP instance is determined by the number of dimensions of the two operations involved. So, if the number of operations increases, then only the number of ILP instances increases, but not their sizes.
Since the ILP instances encountered in practice are small and since we want to check the constraints exactly, we opt to solve the above ILP problems to optimality. We do this by means of an all-integer ILP algorithm [23] , which has the main advantage that no rounding errors occur and, thus, prevents wrong conclusions. Furthermore, the algorithm runs extremely fast for practical instances. Due to space limitations, the all-integer ILP algorithm and its application to the mentioned ILP problems is not discussed here; see [1] .
IV. COST CALCULATIONS
In this section, we describe how the cost of a schedule can be calculated. To this end, we first describe how the PU cost can be calculated by means of a graph coloring problem. Next, we discuss how to calculate the memory cost.
A. Processing Unit Cost
The PU cost of a schedule is given directly by the set of PUs, as indicated in (2) where set of operation types; cost of one PU of type ; subset of PUs of type used in schedule . We assume that all executions of an operation take place on the same PU, so self conflicts may not occur (they have to be prevented by the PA algorithm; see Section VI). Then, given a time assignment , a feasible PU assignment can be determined by using the concept of PU conflict graphs, given by the following definition.
Definition 4 (Processing Unit Conflict Graph): Given are a signal flow graph and a time assignment , the PU conflict graph of PU type is a graph with node set , i.e., the set of operations of type . Furthermore, its edge set consists of edges , , , for which and cannot be assigned to the same PU, according to the PU constraints. So, if and only if and there is an execution of and an execution of with . For example, consider a signal flow graph with four operations , , , and that are all of the same type . Furthermore, consider a time assignment as depicted in Fig. 5 . The corresponding PU conflict graph is shown in Fig. 6 . Finding a minimal PU assignment is now equivalent to coloring the graph with a minimal number of colors. In general, a PU conflict graph may be any arbitrary graph, which makes coloring it an NP-hard problem. Therefore, we use a graph coloring heuristic. The PU conflict graph of Fig. 6 can be colored minimally with three colors, so a minimal PU assignment for this example uses three PUs of type .
B. Memory Cost
In this section, we approximate the memory cost by a function that is linear in the periods and start times of the operations. This is done with an eye to the solution strategy, which is based on linear programming.
1) Average Number of Variables:
The first step we take to obtain a linear cost function is to switch from the maximum number of variables simultaneously alive to the average number. The rationale of this is that by minimizing the average number, one minimizes the lifetimes of the variables by which the maximum is also likely to go down in practice. We come back to this in Section VIII. After a possible run-in effect of the algorithm, everything repeats with the global period , so then the average number of variables simultaneously alive is given by the sum of the lifetimes of the variables that are produced during one iteration of the infinite loop, divided by . To determine the variables' lifetimes, we have to determine when the variables are produced and when they are consumed for the last time. The production times are easy to determine since they are just the times of the executions of the producing operations. If each variable is consumed exactly once, then also the consumption times are easy to determine; they are the times of the executions of the consuming operations. For an example, see Fig. 7 , where the sum of the variables' lifetimes is equal to i.e., the sum of the times of the executions of the consuming operation minus the sum of those of the producing operation. For an operation , such a sum of the times of its executions in the first iteration of the infinite loop is given by This is equal to the average time of these executions, i.e., the time of execution with for , , multiplied by the number of executions. So, we can rewrite the above equation into which is linear in the periods and start time of . For example, for operation in Fig. 7 , which has start time 3, period 2, and iterator bound 3, this equation gives us 2) Stop Operations: Variables may be consumed multiple times or not at all (sometimes, to maintain regularity, some dead code may exist), so unfortunately the ends of their lifetimes are slightly harder to determine than described above. Therefore, we introduce stop operations, which are operations with one input port and no output ports, to explicitly denote the times at which the variables' lifetimes end. So, for each operation's output port, where data is produced, we introduce one or more stop operations that annihilate the produced variables, each exactly once. Obviously, the moment of annihilation of a variable should be at or after its production time and at or after each of its consumptions, so we get extra precedence constraints between productions and consumptions on one hand and annihilations on the other hand. For an example, see Fig. 8 .
After adding stop operations and corresponding precedence edges, we obtain an extended signal flow graph.
Definition 5 (Extended Signal Flow Graph): Given a signal flow graph , an extended signal flow graph is a graph with 1)
, where is a set of stop operations; 2)
, for each stop operation ; 3)
, where is a set of stop edges, i.e., edges from input and output ports to ports of the stop operations such that each produced variable is annihilated exactly once by a stop operation. Initially, one can introduce for each production an equivalent stop operation, i.e., with the same iterator bounds and index matrix and offset vector, in order to have each variable annihilated exactly once. After that, the stop operations may be split in order to be able to align them better during scheduling with the ends of the variables' lifetimes. Without describing how this is done exactly, for which one is referred to [1] , we give an indication by means of an example. To this end, consider the (partial) video algorithm of Fig. 9 . First, we construct an initial extended signal flow graph by introducing for each output port a stop operation. In the example, we have only one output port, namely, that of operation , so we obtain one stop operation . The video algorithm corresponding to the initial extended signal flow graph is given in Fig. 10 . After this, a dimension split by a factor two is performed on since at the annihilation side the index contains a term , but at the consumption side it contains a term . To this end, the loop with six iterations is split into two nested loops of three and two iterations. The result is shown in Fig. 11 . Next, a domain split is performed on iterator , since its maximum value is zero when we consider the array elements that are consumed by operation . So, its domain {0,1} is split into {0} and {1}, giving rise to two new stop operations and . The result of this domain split is shown in Fig. 12 . The iterators of operation and can be omitted since their domains contain only one value. Now there is no need to further split the stop operations, so we are finished. As we can see, the stop operation annihilates the array elements that are consumed by operation and stop operation annihilates the array elements that are not consumed. Operation can now be scheduled to coincide with the consumptions and operation can be scheduled to coincide with the productions. In this way, the stop operations exactly define the ends of the variables' lifetimes. 
V. PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION
As the MPS problem is too complex to be handled in its entirety, we decompose it into two stages, as shown in Fig. 13 . In the first stage, we assign period vectors to all operations and in the second stage we assign start times to the operations and assign the operations to PUs. The PA takes place before the start time and PU assignment, since the periods are needed to check the PU constraints. So, in the first stage a partial solution is constructed, which is completed in the second stage. The constraints and the cost function of the problem that is solved in the second stage are therefore the same as in the original MPS problem. For the problem of the first stage, however, we have to define new constraints and a new cost function.
In the first stage, we opt for taking the original constraints into account as much as possible. The timing constraints and the PU constraints for different executions of the same operation can be taken into account directly, since they only require the periods to be known. Because of the importance of the precedence constraints, we also take those into account during the PA stage. To this end, we also determine preliminary start times, which may be altered in the second stage. The inclusion of preliminary start times in the first stage can be done easily, as is shown in Section VI. The PU constraints for two different operations are not taken into account in the first stage, since otherwise a PU assignment needs to be determined.
With respect to cost calculations, we have a similar problem. It is difficult to calculate the total area cost in the first stage, as the PU cost is difficult to determine since no PU assignment is performed. In addition, the PU cost does not depend heavily on the periods in the sense that the number of executions of the operations is fixed. Furthermore, by shifting the start times of the operations in the second stage, we may resolve PU conflicts in order to assign operations to the same PU. Therefore, we omit the PU cost in the first stage and, thus, only minimize the memory cost in this stage.
In the second stage, the periods are given and we determine a start time and a PU assignment, for which the total area cost is minimal. In this stage, we possibly deviate from the preliminary start times determined in the first stage, in order to be able to assign more operations to the same PU. In practice, we expect that this has only a minor effect on the storage cost or that the effect is comparable with that of other PAs. In both cases, the optimality of the PA is hardly affected.
The problems of the first and second stage are now given by the following definitions.
Definition 6 (Period Assignment): Given are a signal flow graph and lower and upper bounds on the period vectors and start times of the operations, find a PA and a start-time assignment that obey the timing constraints, the precedence constraints, and the PU constraints for different executions of the same operation such that the storage cost as given in (3) of the resulting time assignment is minimal. Definition 7 (Fixed-Period Multidimensional Periodic Scheduling): Given are a signal flow graph and for each operation a fixed period vector and a lower and upper bound on the start time, find a start-time assignment and a PU assignment ( ) that obey the timing constraints, the PU constraints, and the precedence constraints such that the total area cost of the resulting schedule is minimal.
Note that if the PA problem has a solution, then there exists a solution of the MPS problem. If, however, the PA problem has no solution, then no solution of the MPS problem exists, irrespective of the number of PUs that is used.
VI. STAGE ONE-PERIOD ASSIGNMENT
In this section, we present an algorithm for the PA problem. Before we do so, we approximate the cost function and we approximate the PU constraints for different executions of the same operation. Next, we present an ILP formulation of the approximate problem, which is solved by means of a branch-andbound algorithm.
A. Approximate Cost Function and Constraints
As discussed in Section IV-B, we approximate the cost function , i.e., the maximum number of variables that are simultaneously alive for a given time assignment , by the average number of variables simultaneously alive. With the stop operations, the average number of variables simultaneously alive is given by in which each producing operation is counted as many times as it has output ports. Note that this function is linear in the periods and start times of the operations.
Next, the PU constraints for different executions of the same operation are substituted by stronger so-called lexicographical execution constraints. These constraints specify that for each operation, the period vector is such that it results in a proper loop nesting, i.e., for each individual operation, one should be able to identify an "innermost" loop (the iterator with the smallest absolute period), a second "innermost" loop enclosing the first one (the iterator with the second smallest absolute period), etc. This constraint is also chosen with an eye to the controller architecture used in Phideo [3] , [24] , which contains a cascade of counters for each operation, allowing multiple threads of control to achieve a high degree of parallelism.
More formally, for each operation , the lexicographical execution constraint, which we denote by lex , specifies that there must be a permutation (absolute sorting) of the period vector and a corresponding permutation of the iterator bound vector such that for for
For example, for an operation with lex holds, since after absolute sorting of the periods we obtain and and The lexicographical execution constraints imply that the infinite loop has the largest period and without loss of generality we thus may assume that and are at most , for all and .
B. Integer Linear Programming Formulation
With the approximate cost function and constraints, the PA problem becomes the following.
Definition 8 (Approximate Period Assignment):
Given an extended signal flow graph and bounds on the operations' period vectors and start times, find a time assignment that minimizes subject to integer where if and zero if to distinguish between precedences to stop operations and to original operations. Note that the first two and the last two constraints of the approximate period assignment (APA) only have to hold for the original operations. Without proof, we mention that APA is also NP-hard.
We apply a branch-and-bound method to solve the APA problem. To this end, we discuss a linear programming (LP) relaxation of the problem in Section VI-C after which we elaborate on how we branch and how we bound in Sections VI-D and E, respectively.
C. Linear-Programming Relaxation
Omitting the lexicographical execution constraints and the integrality constraints of APA, we obtain the following LP relaxation: minimize subject to Unfortunately, we cannot directly solve the above problem by means of the Simplex algorithm, since there is an exponential number of constraints due to precedences . Nevertheless, since most of these constraints are redundant, we apply a constraint-generation technique that iteratively adds violated precedence constraints.
So, we start using none of the precedence constraints in the LP relaxation and apply the Simplex method [25] to find an optimal solution. After this, we check whether there exists a precedence for which is violated, which is done by solving a small ILP problem for each edge , as discussed in Section III-B. As soon as we encounter such a violated precedence, then we add the corresponding constraint to the LP relaxation and solve it again. Since we had an optimal solution before adding the extra constraint, we can do this by means of the dual Simplex method [25] . This procedure of checking and adding precedence constraints is repeated, until an optimum is found for which no precedence constraints are violated.
D. Branching
There are two kinds of nonlinear constraints in APA, being the lexicographical execution constraints and the integrality constraints, so we distinguish two ways of branching.
1) Lexicographical Branching:
If at a certain point we have a solution of the relaxed problem and there is an operation for which does not hold, then we apply a branching rule that determines which dimension of will have the smallest period, which one will have the next smallest period, etc. So, the first time we apply such a branch for an operation , we choose a dimension for which we impose . This is done by creating for each two subproblems: one with the constraint (positive period) and one with the constraint (negative period). The next time we apply such a branch for the same operation , we choose a dimension , which was not chosen before, to be the dimension with the next smallest period. This is done by imposing , where denotes the latest chosen dimension used for branching of operation . Since the sign of period is known from the previous branch, which we denote by , we can impose the above constraint by introducing again two subproblems: one with and one with . For an example of the above branching rule, see Fig. 14 .
2) Integrality Branching:
The second branching rule is on the integrality constraints. If at a certain point we have a solution of the relaxed problem, for which a period or start time has a noninteger value , then we trivially create two subproblems: one with the additional constraint and one with the additional constraint . We only have to do integrality branching on the periods, since if they are integer, the Simplex method will also result in integer start times. This is due to the fact that for fixed integer periods, we only have constraints of the following types:
with , , and integer. Therefore, APA with fixed integer periods is equivalent to the dual problem of the minimum-cost maximum-flow problem [26] , which can be solved using the Simplex algorithm.
The priority between lexicographical branching and integrality branching is that we prefer the former over the latter in order to have a faster branch-and-bound approach. This is based on the fact that, in practice, if the lexicographical execution constraints are met, then the integrality constraints are also met in most cases. Next, if more than one operation can be selected for lexicographical branching, then preferably we select the operation that was used in the previous branch, if applicable. Fig. 15 . Example of the calculation of a lower bound on the cost based on the relaxed costs of the subproblems for a fictive signal flow graph. Numbers in the nodes denote the costs of the LP relaxations and the numbers to the right of the nodes denote the calculated stronger lower bounds. Letters along the edges denote the operations that were used for branching.
E. Bounding
In order to be able to cut branches from the solution tree, we have to determine for each relaxation a lower bound on the cost of any of the solutions in the corresponding subtree. A straightforward lower bound is given by the cost of the LP relaxation, determined by the Simplex algorithm. For the PA problem, however, we observed that it is better to descend slightly deeper in the subtree until the level where the operation with which we started branching is lexicographically executed. In other words, we descend until the level where a new operation is selected for branching on the lexicographical execution constraints or where branching on the integrality constraints is applied. Then, by taking the minimum of the relaxed costs of all these subrelaxations, we obtain a significantly better lower bound on the cost of the relaxation with which we started. Fig. 15 shows an example of this for a fictive signal flow graph. Now, a subtree can be discarded if its lower bound is equal to or larger than the cost of the best solution found so far, which is an upper bound on the optimal solution. In this way, the branch-and-bound algorithm finds an optimal solution to APA. The calculated bounds are also used to determine the order in which the tree of solutions is traversed; the most promising subtree is traversed first. Also, here we benefit from the better lower bounds obtained by descending the tree slightly deeper, since they are better indications of the achievable solutions in the subtrees.
With a slight modification, which is rather general, we can use the branch-and-bound algorithm as an approximation algorithm in order to reduce the runtime. To this end, we discard a subtree if for a given positive number . In this way, the algorithm will find a solution that deviates at most a fraction from the optimum, so can be seen as a maximum allowed relative error. So, we can make a tradeoff between the runtime and the quality of the eventual solution.
VII. STAGE TWO-START TIME AND PROCESSING-UNIT ASSIGNMENT
In this section, we present an algorithm for the MPS problem with fixed periods. Since the problem is NP-hard and since practical instances may contain a large number of operations, we opt for a heuristic approach. Furthermore, we opt for a resource and time constrained approach, yielding a feasible schedule for a given set of PUs. So, we assume that the set of PUs is given and that we have to assign start times to the operations and to assign the operations to the PUs, such that a feasible schedule is obtained. This assumption is based on the observation that in practice it is relatively easy to determine a near-optimal number of PUs of each type by hand.
The first step of the algorithm is to determine the edge weights of all data dependencies in by solving the corresponding precedence problems discussed in Section III-B in order to determine the minimal differences between the operations' start times.
The second step of the algorithm is to determine the initial freedom of the operations' start times. To this end, we determine an as soon as possible (ASAP) schedule and an as late as possible (ALAP) schedule based on the determined edge weights and the lower and upper bounds on the operations' start times. An algorithm for determining the ASAP and ALAP schedules can be found in [1] and [8] .
In the remainder of the algorithm, we determine a start time and PU assignment by means of an iterative approach, which shows some resemblance with list scheduling [27] . In this approach, a partial solution is iteratively augmented by selecting in each iteration an unscheduled operation and assigning it a start time and a PU or reducing its freedom.
The partial solutions consist of a start-time domain for each operation from which has to be chosen and a set of operations that are already scheduled with fixed start time and PU of the corresponding type. Throughout the algorithm, the start-time domains are kept feasible, which means that both the start-time assignments and obey the precedence and timing constraints. This implies that whenever the start-time domain of an operation changes, then the start-time domains of the other operations have to be updated using the edge weights . A basic algorithm for the scheduling problem can now be written as shown in Fig. 16 .
In the remainder of this section, we propose some refinements to the basic algorithm. The first one is to use the following priority function to select the operation in Step 3. We start by only considering operations for which all preceding operations are already scheduled. This is done since scheduling an operation at time severely reduces the freedom of its predecessors. In case the graph contains cycles, we break them by only considering edges with positive weights. If more than one operation is eligible, we select the operation for which the freedom is minimal. Next, we slightly alter Step 4 of the algorithm. In this step, the PU assignment of previously scheduled operations remains unchanged. However, by reassigning these operations, together with the new operation , it is more probable that operation can be scheduled at start time . This means that after fixing an operation's start time, we have to recolor the corresponding PU conflict graph, with the number of colors equal to the number of PUs of the corresponding type.
Third, we alter the increasing of in Step 5. If, namely, an operation cannot be scheduled at time due to conflicts with other already scheduled operations , then based on the solutions of the corresponding ILP instances, we can sometimes derive a larger amount for shifting as at least one of these conflicts has to be resolved. In this way, the efficiency of the algorithm is improved.
Finally, we add a heuristic rule to the algorithm in order to find a solution with less memory requirements. To this end, operations that produce more data than they consume are tried to be scheduled at time instead of in Step 4.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The presented algorithms have been implemented in C++ and are incorporated in the Phideo tool set [2] . In this section, we show some experimental results. The presented runtimes are achieved on an HP9000/869.
A. Small Illustrative Examples
First, we consider three small examples to illustrate the approach.
The first example is that of Fig. 1 in which all periods are fixed. Assuming a lower bound zero and an upper bound 50 for all the start times, the obtained schedule is shown in Fig. 17 . The parallelism in this schedule, including overlapping frames (iterator ), is obtained straightforwardly. After determining the edge weights and the ASAP and ALAP schedules, the opera- tions , , , and are scheduled at their ASAP times after which operation is scheduled just before operation . The runtime for this example is 0.2 s.
The second example is that of Fig. 18 in which one period is free, period , with bounds and . The operations are of different types, so the PU assignment is trivial. The resulting time assignment is shown in Fig. 19, with and with an average of 34/16 variable simultaneously alive. For this example, two stop operations were added. The PA stage took less than 0.1 s. The constraint-generation part added 11 precedence constraints; no branching was required. The start-time assignment in the second stage resulted the same values as the preliminary start times in the first stage with a runtime of less than 0.1 s.
The third example is an example where every 16 clock cycles the sum of the elements of a 4 4 matrix has to be calculated; see Fig. 20 . All periods, except for the infinite loop, are bounded between one and four; all start times between zero and 32. For this example, initially nine stop operations were added, but they could be removed since they exactly matched the consumptions; the latter were used to determine the times of annihilation. The PA stage took about 0.1 s, resulting in the solution shown in Fig. 21 . The optimal average number of variables is 45/16; the maximum number of variables of the obtained solution is three. Note that this is also the optimal maximum number of variables, as formulated in the original problem PA, since the optimal maximum is bounded from below by the optimal average. For the initial LP relaxation, nine precedence constraints were added. After that, lexicographical branching was applied on the input operation in; the maximum depth reached in the solution tree was two. In the second stage, the start times are assigned to the same values as the preliminary start times of the first stage. As we can see in the figure, the additions can be assigned to the same PU. The assignment operations ( ) are performed on different PUs, since their hardware only consists of a wire with negligible cost. The runtime for the second stage is about 0.1 s. Shown are the average number of variables (avg), the maximum number of variables (max), the maximum number of constraints that has been added to the initial relaxation (cons), the maximum depth in the solution tree (depth), and the runtime in seconds for the PA (t).
B. Period Assignment Experiments
Next, we consider the PA step and evaluate the effect of the maximum relative error on the quality of the PA and the runtime for three signal flow graphs. Some characteristics of these three instances are shown in Table I . For these three instances, we applied the PA algorithm for different values of the maximum relative error . The periods in the instances CRD and LPC were restricted to positive values; the periods in the instance BPR had no restriction on their signs. The results are shown in Table II. As we can see, allowing an error results in shorter runtimes and still good solutions are found. Note again that the solutions are obtained with the average number of variables as objective function; optimum solutions when minimizing the maximum number of variables, as formulated in the problem PA, are not known. Nevertheless, they are bounded by the optimal averages, so we can conclude that minimizing the maximum number for BPR will not result in a value below 4574, whereas we found a solution with a maximum of 4605 ( 0.68%).
C. A More Complex Example
The last example we consider is a DCT [28] with 35 operations. The extended signal flow graph contains 38 stop operations, resulting in 153 periods and start times to be determined. Except for the input and output operation and for the infinite loop, all periods were totally free. The runtime for the PA was 1 min and 18 s. The maximum depth that was reached in the solution tree was 19, with maximally 299 constraints added to the original relaxation.
The solution found in the first stage has an average of 66 variables simultaneously alive and maximally 73; see Fig. 22 . The original description, with manually choosen periods, had an average of 126 and a maximum of 128. Next, start times and PUs are assigned. The runtime to do this for this example is 6.9 s. As the period of the (infinite) frame loop is 32 clock cycles and of the first frame the first execution takes place in clock cycle 1 and the last one in cycle 183, this means that executions of six different frames overlap in time, making it impracticable to solve the scheduling problem by hand or by loop transformations. Fig. 23 shows the final result, showing the executions of the operations in a time window of 32 clock cycles. After the second stage, the average number of variables simultaneously alive has increased to about 147; the maximum is 156. This increase is due to the severe limitations on PUs; occupations are 100% or very near to 100%.
D. Industrial Designs
Finally, we mention that the presented algorithms have been used within Phideo [2] to design several industrial video signal processing integrated circuits (ICs). The first IC that has been designed with Phideo concerns an IC for motion-compensated field-rate upconversion [29] . To give a flavor of its complexity, we mention that it contains about one million transistors and performs about nine billion operations per second. Another industrial example is an IC for real-time MPEG2 video encoding [30] of which the computationally intensive part was designed with Phideo.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have presented a two-stage solution approach to the MPS problem.
For the first stage, we have presented an algorithm to assign periods such that storage costs are minimized. To this end, we presented a branch-and-bound approach based on a linear programming and constraint-generation technique and using an approximate cost function. For the second stage, we have presented an iterative algorithm to assign start times to operations and to assign operations to PUs based on graph coloring. For both stages, we used an all-integer ILP technique to solve the two major subproblems of MPS concerning checking data dependency constraints and PU constraints.
The algorithms have been incorporated in the design methodology Phideo [2] . The effectiveness and efficiency of the approach are good, which has been illustrated by means of some practical examples. They show that a high degree of parallelism can be easily obtained by means of the presented model and algorithms. Phideo has been used for designing several industrial video signal processing ICs [29] , [30] .
